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THE SULLIVAN COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 
AND DESIGN SUCCESS STORY

For more than 50 years the Sullivan College of 

Technology and Design has earned a reputation 

as one of the most successful technical and 

design career colleges in the region.

Sullivan College of Technology and Design offers 

its students a unique opportunity to prepare 

for a successful career in today’s professional 

job market. This is the direct result of Sullivan’s 

commitment to quality career education.
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“C&I Engineering Inc. is pleased to be partnered 
with Sullivan College of Technology and Design 
and has been for many years.  Sullivan has been 
a great connection to establish our name within 
the city as well as recruit top-notch students and 
graduates.  C&I takes part in the Career Fairs 
Sullivan provides, and we are delighted with the 
professionalism of Sullivan students.  They have 
the hands-on classroom experience as well as 
the work ethics C&I requires.  Sullivan’s Career 
Services are superb in their own right.  They 
exude a kindness like no other and go above 
and beyond to get results for C&I.  It has been a 
pleasure working alongside SCTD and we will 
continue partnering with them for years to come.”    

Angela Crone

Senior Recruiter 
C&I Engineering Inc.
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To develop long-lasting relationships 

with employers by delivering highly 

educated and motivated graduates 

who will become the employees of 

choice by employers nationwide.

Our Objective  
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“Harshaw Trane’s success depends on the quality and talent of our 
people.  Our ability to create and sustain high-performing, efficient 
facility environments depends on great talent.  The partnership we 
have with Sullivan College of Technology and Design through the 
externship program and the Harshaw Trane/Ingersoll Rand scholarship 
program is critical to developing and recruiting this talent.  Qualified 
technicians enable Harshaw Trane to answer our community’s call 
for energy efficient and sustainable building solutions.  We look 
forward to this growing partnership and the continued success of 
Harshaw Trane and Sullivan College of Technology and Design.”

Ruth Reid

Human Resources Director 
Harshaw Trane



Career Services at Sullivan College of 

Technology and Design is committed to guiding 

our graduates and alumni in obtaining their 

career goals.  We partner with employers 

to assist them in finding highly qualified 

graduates to fill their employment needs.  

To assist in this process, we offer the following 

services to employers Free Of Charge:

• Post open positions as well as distribute 
to qualified available graduates

• Pre-screen candidates according 
to employer specifications

• Submit resumes for open positions to 
the appropriate hiring authority

• Arrange on-site campus interviews 
at the employers’ request

• Host Campus Career Fairs

• For assistance in locating an experienced 
Alumnus of SCTD or to receive resumes from 
qualified candidates to fill the position  
opening you have call 502-456-6509  
or toll free 800-844-6528 and ask for the 
Career Services Department 
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“As a representative of Sony DADC, I have had the opportunity to recruit 
and hire candidates from Sullivan College of Technology and Design.  
Being a leading manufacturer in the disc replication industry and a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Sony Corporation, we require the best and 
brightest to fill our Production Maintenance Technician positions.  I 
always make it a point to attend career fairs and hiring events at Sullivan 
College of Technology and Design.  I’m always looking forward to the 
next event and hope to speak with many soon-to-be graduates.”

Bryant Wolfe

Generalist, Human Resources  
Sony DADC



HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE

Sullivan College of Technology and Design (formerly the Louisville 

Technical Institute) was founded in 1961 by George Dumbaugh, 

a professional engineer. Mr. Dumbaugh founded Louisville Tech 

out of a desire to repay a kindness extended to him by two 

individuals who helped him achieve his educational goals as a 

young man. Little did he realize that his helping hand would be 

extended to thousands of students throughout the years.

Sullivan College can be accurately perceived as a dynamic, changing, 

growing college. Due to the very nature of the business and technical 

community it serves, Sullivan College keeps abreast of industry 

needs to meet the new technologies and high-tech demands.

The school that began with less than 10 eager and talented students 

more than 50 years ago has earned the respect of business and 

industry throughout this region and the country. It has grown in 

enrollment and in the variety of programs offered. Companies 

look to Sullivan College when seeking qualified employees.

Today, Sullivan College of Technology and Design is located 

on a multi-million dollar campus awarding associate and 

bachelor’s degrees in a variety of technical and design 

fields to graduates of both day and evening programs.
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“TEKsystems has been very fortunate to team with Sullivan College of Technology 
and Design/Sullivan University in finding quality technical professionals.  We are the 
nation’s leading IT Staffing and Services Company; voted the Best of Staffing Award 
by CareerBuilder, because of the top talent that programs like Sullivan offer.  We are 
proud to have provided several opportunities for students to utilize the skills that they 
acquired while attending college.  We hope to continue our relationship with Sullivan 
in our efforts to find the highest caliber technical professionals in the market.“

Peggy Campbell

Government Services Technical Recruiter 
TEKsystems



We offer a diverse portfolio of 
degree programs, including:

Bachelor Degrees

Computer Graphic Design

Interior Design

Associate Degrees

Architectural Computer Aided Design Drafting

Mechanical Computer Aided Design Drafting

Computer Engineering Technology

Heating, Ventilation, Air-Conditioning & 
Refrigeration (HVAC-R) Technology

Mechanical Engineering Technology

Computer Graphic Design

Dynamic Web Development

Computer Network Administration

Computer Network Security/Forensics

Interior Design

For consumer information visit: disclosure.sctd.edu
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“Sullivan College of Technology and Design is instrumental in the 
career advancement of many people in our community and we are 
honored to have the ability to recruit professional, qualified applicants 
through their Career Services department.   The recruitment process 
is a critical part of the success of any organization and Sullivan 
continues to provide qualified candidates who are professional with 
practical hands-on experience.  Our recruitment efforts through 
Sullivan ensure applicants are equipped with applicable skills 
to match the employment requirements of Alcott & Bentley.“

John Mokhtarei and Allyson Mokhtarei

Owners 
Alcott & Bentley
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In addition to the portfolio of programs Sullivan 

College of Technology and Design offers, we also 

emphasize lifelong learning and professional 

development to help our graduates continue 

to evolve after entering the workforce.
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“It has been wonderful to watch the growth of Sullivan College of Technology 
and Design over the past fifteen years during our association with the 
school.  The employees that Kerr-Greulich Engineers, Inc. has hired from 
SCTD have been an asset to our organization.  We appreciate our relationship 
with the Career Services staff and their dedication to both the graduates 
and the employers.  We look forward to working together in the future.”   

Jennifer Turner

Marketing/Office Administrator 
Kerr-Greulich Engineers, Inc.



“Louisville Geek employs several Sullivan College 
of Technology and Design graduates, all of whom 
demonstrate impressive information technology 
expertise.  While many engineer candidates frequently 
possess undergraduate degrees and industry experience, 
Sullivan graduates benefit from hands-on laboratory 
training that also ensures these engineers develop a 
solid baseline understanding of best practices and 
practical industry fundamentals, a practice often 
assumed but overlooked by other training institutions.  
As of result, Sullivan College graduates typically 
combine strong book-based knowledge with actionable 
and accurate real-world skills.  It’s a powerful 
combination that benefits the hundreds of commercial 
clients we support, as demonstrated by the fact these 
engineers frequently prove adept addressing complex 
technological challenges that might leave less qualified 
technology professionals anxious and ineffective.”

Erik Eckel, MCSE

Managing Partner 
Louisville Geek, LLC
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“The Zappos Family of Companies has continued to have an awesome symbiotic 
relationship with Sullivan College of Technology and Design for many years now.  
Being one of the largest (and most fun) employers in the Greater Louisville area, 
we’ve been able to find Sullivan graduates for many entry-level positions offered 
here at Zappos.  In addition to warehouse positions, we have photographers, graphic 
designers, engineers, tech support reps, maintenance techs and a number of other 
positions that seem to be relevant to the degree programs offered at Sullivan College 
of Technology and Design.  We are also a proud member of the Advisory Board at the 
college, so we’ve had the pleasure to work on custom curriculum with the instructors 
to better prepare Sullivan students for their post-graduate professional career.”

Jason Menard

Recruiter 
Zappos Fulfillment Centers, Inc.



“Partnering with Sullivan College of Technology and Design and Sullivan University 
has been a huge success!  Insight Communications strives to be the employer of choice 
by hiring the best and the brightest. This partnership has made that possible.”

“We have access to recent grads that bring their talents, which include creative and fresh ideas to 
the ever-changing world of telecommunications.  We have been able to build strong relationships 
with the staff and students which have lasted over the years. The staff is always professional and 
very quick to respond to my hiring requests. The talent I have received comes prepared with the tools 
necessary to meet the needs of our hiring team. This has been a great fit!  Sullivan’s Career Fairs are 
very beneficial by providing Insight a platform to highlight our opportunities. At the same time, they 
allow personal interactions with students and staff in a relaxed yet stimulating environment.”

“We are looking forward to working with Sullivan now and in the future.“

Rosalind Scheitlin

District Recruiter 
Insight Communications 



POCKET FOLDER HERE

Main Classroom & Administration Building

New Energy Technology Building (LEED Silver Certification)

Campus Housing - Gardiner Point Residance Hall ( 500 student capacity)
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